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CREATIVE GAMES – THE MUSIC RECIPE

NB : the following activities relate to page 27 of the comic book.

According to Ana Sokolović, each language haw its own rhythm which can be recognized. 
Even people’s names have a different rhythm in each language and we can find music 
inspiration in those rhythms! After you have decoded the rhythms in words, you can add 
other musical ingredients to transform them in concertos, symphonies or operas! 

“Ana Sokolović” has different rhythms in different languages:

In English : AnaSokolović (two eighths, two eighths, two eighths) 
In Serbian : Ana Sokolović (two eighths, quarter rest, one eighth, two eighths, one fourth)
In French : AnaSokolović (two eighths, triplet, one fourth)
 
Ostinato : Compositional process by which a rhythmical, melodic or harmonic pattern 
is inflexibly repeated. It will unchangingly accompany different thematic elements during 
the whole piece. Johann Pachelbel’s Canon in D major or Ravel’s Bolero are classic 
examples of this process.

Sokolović Ostinato Game :

1)  a) Choose a language and practice rhythmically repeating Ana Sokolović’s name  
 to create an ostinato. 
 b) Add a reference beat (tapping your hands, with a percussion sound or a metro 
 nome, etc.) 
 c) If everything goes well, divide the group into to two canons.
 d) Repeat the same exercise in another language. 

1st Variant: take a name from a student in the class, rhythmically accentuate his/her 
name and repeat the exercise.    
 
Example:  Matthew Donovan  (two eights, two eights, one fourth)
  Elizabeth O’Neil (triplet, two eights, one fourth) 

2nd Variant: Replace the spoken words with traditional or non-traditional percussion 
(syllables, body percussion, whispering, mouth sounds).
  - Change nuances (each or every part)
  - Change tempos
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3rd Variant: To make a connection with the concept of folk music, have a few students 
sing a folk song of their choice over the ostinato. This could lead to interesting rhythmical 
discordances. 
Secondly, ask the more advanced students to modify their melody using the “musical 
ingredients” shown in the collective creation game.  

4th Variant (for advanced students): Associate a melodic motif with the rhythm (ex: A-
G-E, C#-E-Bb or C#-Bb-A, these come from Ana Sokolović’s score for school band and 
choir. 
  - Add some ornamentation to certain notes (trill, tremolos, glissandos) 

2) Collective creation game: randomly pick your “musical ingredients”.  
   - Rhythmical motif (a “language”)
   - Instrument
   - Tempo (adagio, moderato, allegro etc.)
   - Nuances (forte, mezzo forte, mezzo piano, piano, pianissimo)
   - Ornamentation (trill, tremolo, glissandi)  

Try different blends and vote for your favourite recipe.




